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FOREWORD

Discussions in the world of tax often tend to focus on sections 
and rules and cases and what these mean for taxpayers and the 
Government. This is inevitable, as most of us spend our days (and 
nights) viewing tax solely from the point of view of legislative and 
regulatory developments. Yet, as I take a step back and look at recent 
notable developments in the tax world, I find that few of them can be 
fully understood in purely legal terms. 

Tax has become a complex and multi-faceted topic, which is affected 
by several factors such as global and domestic politics, the emergence 
of morality as well as new stakeholders in the form of media and civil 
society. While legal provisions and their interpretation remain critical, 
they are no longer sufficient to serve as the sole basis for developing, 
implementing or even defending tax positions. Tax disputes are no 
longer confined to the Courts; they are being played out in a 24-hour 
news cycle where public perception, rather than legal interpretation 
takes centre stage. Indeed, tax is no longer about accountants slaving 
away in an office crunching numbers to report in annual tax returns. 
It has become a highly involved exercise that embraces all of the 
complexity that modern businesses face. 

This publication is our maiden attempt at Dhruva to explore some 
of the non-legal factors that influence tax decision making today. 
We begin with a brief overview of how the world of tax has changed 
in recent times and then go on to explore several factors such as 
politics, morality, the role of media, increased transparency norms in 
some detail. We do hope you find this interesting, and we would very 
much appreciate your feedback and comments. 

Dinesh Kanabar
CEO
dinesh.kanabar@dhruvaadvisors.com
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The World of 
Yesterday

It was not that long ago when the world of tax was 
very different from what it has become today. Most 
practitioners, even the younger ones, will recall a time 
when things, though not perfect, somehow appeared 
more settled than what they seem today. 

The law (despite its usual interpretational challenges) 
seemed more certain, and the line between what was 
permissible and what was not, appeared reasonably 
clear. At any rate, it was certainly better understood. 
Shareholders looked at tax as a necessary, albeit 
unpleasant, cost of doing business and seldom 
showed interest in its nuances. The media considered 
tax as a fiscal policy issue, and rarely looked into 
the tax affairs of individual taxpayers or companies. 
Countries wielded fiscal policy as a key part of their 
strategy to boost investment and growth, and the 
economies of several countries depended substantially 
on the ‘friendliness’ of their tax policies. Courts, with 
some key exceptions, largely sided with taxpayers 
whose actions were in strict compliance with the letter 
of the law. Information flows between countries were 
virtually non-existent, and tax arbitrage by exploiting 
asymmetries in the global tax regime was routine. 

Virtually nothing of this grand edifice remains standing 
today. 

Yesterday and today
Historically, a taxpayer’s tax liability depended on 
whether his or her case fell within the four corners 
of the law, determined on the basis of the language 
used in the statute. If the outcome of a particular case 
was considered to lead to an abusive outcome, the 
remedy usually lay with the legislature, which could 
amend the law to target the specific abuse in question. 
This no doubt led to a constant tug-of-war between 
taxpayers and the legislature, but at any given point 
of time, the position in law remained certain for all. 

Today, the ‘acceptability’ of the outcome plays a 
much larger role in determining what is permitted and 
what is not. For instance, a taxpayer’s case may fall 
within the four corners of the law, but the tax liability 
will also depend on factors such as whether the 
outcome is considered ‘abusive’, whether it is bona 
fide, or whether there is a commercial purpose to the 
transactions in question. This is a paradigm shift, and 
demands far more from a tax director than a mere 
interpretation of the law. 

Except for entering into tax treaties, fiscal co-operation 
in tax matters was virtually non-existent. Indeed, fiscal 
competition was the order of the day with countries 
vying with one another to attract investment through 
‘beggar-thy-neighbor’ tax policies. In addition to tax-
friendly policies, private rulings could be obtained in 

several countries that would significantly reduce the 
effective tax rate. 

This has changed. 

Today, tax is a key item on the global agenda 
and features in nearly every meeting of the G-20 
leadership. At a ground level, automatic exchange of 
information is on the anvil and private rulings are not 
so ‘private’ any more. With the introduction of country-
by-country reporting, it is becoming nearly impossible 
for taxpayers to exploit information asymmetries. 

Most importantly, tax policies of individual countries 
are coming under scrutiny at multilateral fora. For 
instance, the EU in the exercise of its powers under 
state-aid rules recently directed Ireland to recover 
back-taxes from Apple, even though it is undisputed 
that the taxes paid were in accordance with Irish 
law. While this is unprecedented, it is by no means 
likely to be an isolated incident with similar state-
aid investigations said to be underway in respect of 
other large US multinationals - Amazon & McDonalds 
(Luxembourg), Starbucks (The Netherlands) and 
Anheuser-Busch InBev (Belgium). 

Media and civil society too are paying close attention 
to whether companies are paying their ‘fair’ share of 
taxes. This presents a whole new set of challenges. Tax 
‘shaming’ is on the increase and several multinational 
companies have faced outrage from the media and 
the public alike over their tax policies. This marks a 
radical departure from the past, when tax disputes 
seldom attracted so much attention, and when 
avoidance was even seen as a victimless crime. 

Historically, data leaks were rare, and coverage 
focused on the privacy issues involved. Today, leaks of 
confidential financial and tax data are being seen as 
leading to a public good, with several leading media 
organizations across countries undertaking detailed 
investigations on the basis of such data. Governments 
too, are actively relying on such information to initiate 
their own investigations against potential tax evaders. 

What does this mean?
What does all this mean for a tax director? How has his 
or her role changed? Who are the new stakeholders? 
What challenges does this throw up?

While these are discussed in detail in the later chapters 
of this publication, a few broad points deserve 
mention. First, managing the tax function is no longer 
just about ensuring compliance with the law. That, of 
course, is a given. Today’s tax function is all about 
meeting and managing conflicting expectations 
from multiple stakeholders, including not only the 
Government, but also shareholders, the media and 
society at large. 
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Tax has also assumed a moral dimension in recent 
years, and companies are expected to act in a 
morally justifiable manner, particularly when the law is 
uncertain. Navigating the change from a legalistic to 
a moralistic approach to tax can be treacherous and 
will by far be the biggest challenge to emerge in recent 
times. While it is not clear how far the judiciary will 
wade into moral questions, general anti-avoidance 
legislation may force the Courts to take a stand in 
such cases. In any event, other stakeholders such as 
the media and civil society will have less compunction 
in addressing the moral issues surrounding payment 
of taxes.

The world of tomorrow
While some may look at the past with a tinge of 
nostalgia, this is not to say that the world of yesterday 
was perfect and that all the change we are seeing 
today is sub-optimal. To most astute observers, change 
(and indeed radical change), was long overdue and 
indeed inevitable.

While there are many who feel that the pendulum has 
shifted too far in the other direction, these changes 
are now a reality, and one must urgently get on with 
the task of adapting to the new paradigm.



The Duke of Westminster used to pay his gardener 
a weekly wage of £3. By agreement with the 
gardener he stopped paying the wage and, 
instead, entered into a covenant to pay him an 
equivalent amount. Under the law prevalent then, 
wages paid were not deductible, but amounts paid 
under the covenant reduced the Duke’s liability 
to surtax. When this matter was taken before 
the House of Lords, Lord Tomlin stated: “Every 
man is entitled if he can to arrange his affairs so 
that the tax attaching under the appropriate Acts 
is less than it otherwise would be. If he succeeds 
in ordering them so as to secure that result, then, 
however unappreciative the Commissioners of 
Inland Revenue or his fellow taxpayers may be of 
his ingenuity, he cannot be compelled to pay an 
increased tax” (IRC v Duke of Westminster [1936] 
AC1 (HL)).

The Duke of Westminster  
and his gardener



A country’s tax framework is often seen as a function 
of economic, social, moral and political factors. In the 
last half century though, geopolitical factors too have 
begun playing a crucial role in the evolution of tax 
policy. However, this has generally not been a subject 
of great interest for a tax director, as this is often 
subsumed in policy discussions at the national level. 

This is changing. 

If one were to look at the history of global fiscal 
developments, three broad epochs emerge. The first 
began with the Treaty of Westphalia1 signed in 1648, 
which for the first time codified the right of countries 
to levy tax on their citizens as well as on economic 
activity within their borders. This eventually evolved 
into the concepts of ‘residence’ and ‘source’ that we 
are all familiar with today. 

The second phase began in the early 20th century 
with increasing cross-border movement of goods and 
people, which necessitated bilateral agreements to 
prevent double taxation. This led to a large bilateral 
network of tax treaties, which, of course, threw up 
its own challenges, such as treaty shopping, double 
non-taxation, and the use of hybrid entities and 
instruments.  

The third phase that is emerging today is one where 
multilateral, rather than bilateral initiatives are taking 
centre stage. This is currently underway under the 
aegis of the G-20 and the OECD, with BEPS project 
being seen as the most significant tax reform in almost 
a century. Considering the pace at which change 
happens in the tax world, it is virtually certain that 
the outcome of the current discussions will shape the 
global tax landscape for the next several decades, if 
not longer. 

As this reshaping of the global tax landscape is taking 
place at a multilateral level, geopolitical factors will 
undoubtedly come into play. An understanding of 
global geopolitical realities and priorities, coupled 
with how they could affect the development of tax 
policies both at a multilateral as well as domestic level 
will be crucial to anticipating and planning for the 
days and years ahead. 

Some key factors that will be relevant in this regard 
are discussed below.

The US and the EU
The US-EU relationship continues to stand on a solid 
foundation, built on shared values and common 
threats like international terrorism. Yet, in recent 
years, fissures, especially on economic matters have 
opened up. Disputes over EU subsidies to Airbus have 
resurfaced, with the World Trade Organization ruling in 

favour of the US on this issue2. Likewise, the proposed 
$14 billion settlement between the US Government 
and Deutsche Bank over trading in mortgage-backed 
securities derivatives is being seen by the EU as proof 
of the US’s heavy-handed treatment of foreign banks.

Recently, President Donald Trump announced that he 
has touted plans for a major trade deal with Great 
Britain, while publicly criticizing the protectionist 
nature of the EU. It will have to be seen how Brexit 
affects the relationship of US and EU, as Trump looks 
likely to favour Britain when it comes to trade.

Disputes have seeped into the tax front as well. In 
2014, the EU initiated investigations into how low-
tax nations (Ireland and Luxembourg in particular) 
have helped large multinationals like Apple, 
Amazon, Google and Starbucks reduce their tax 
bills by billions of dollars.  In August 2016, the EU 
ordered Ireland to collect as much as €13 billion 
from Apple because of state-aid offered by Ireland.  
The US government has expressed serious concern 
over this order and noted (including in a White Paper 
issued a few months ago) that the EU’s State Aid 
investigations could have negative implications for 
the US Government in the form of lost potential tax 
revenues and for US companies by increasing barriers 
to cross-border investments. Similarly, Google has 
been facing tax disputes in France, wherein the French 
tax administration have argued that Google avoided 
paying taxes in France despite of having a ‘permanent 
establishment’ through its subsidiary in Ireland. The 
European Parliament also backed new rules aimed 
at preventing multinational giants from shielding their 
European profits in low-tax countries such as Ireland 
and force them to give detailed information on where 
profits are made.
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Impact of Geopolitical 
Developments

1. The Peace of Westphalia was a series of peace treaties signed between May and 
October 1648 which ended the Thirty Years’ War in the Holy Roman Empire, and 
the Eighty Years’ War between Spain and the Dutch Republic.

2.  See http://www.wsj.com/articles/eu-gave-billions-in-illegal-subsidies-to-airbus-wto-
rules-1474554683

What did Apple do?

• Apple set up two companies in Ireland – 
Apple Sales International (ASI) and Apple 
Operations Europe.

• These companies held the intellectual 
property rights to manufacture and sell 
Apple products outside North and South 
America (this ownership over IP came as a 
result of a cost sharing arrangement under 
which these two Irish companies bear part 
of the cost of the R&D undertaken in the 
US by Apple US).



Most importantly, the US is concerned that increased 
tax liabilities found due in Ireland (and other countries) 
as a result of these investigations will be creditable 
against US taxes, which will lead to a dollar for dollar 
reduction in US tax revenues (as and when these 
funds are repatriated to the US). This is seen as a 
transfer of revenue from US taxpayers to the EU. The 
US has also expressed concerns over the retrospective 
effect of these state aid investigations (as they require 
recovery of back taxes). They have stated that this 
affects companies’ ability to assess risks and plan for 
the future, and sets an unwelcome precedent for tax 
authorities around the world to take similar retroactive 
actions that could affect U.S. and EU companies alike. 

The European-led BEPS initiative too is being watched 
in the US with some degree of concern. The impact 
of country-by-country reporting on confidential 
information of US multinationals, the impact of the 
work on digital economy and permanent establishment 
thresholds on the US tax base (by virtue of increased 
source based taxation), and concerns over brain drain 
from a potential shifting of R&D activities to low taxed 
countries in Europe in consequence of the significant 
changes to the transfer pricing rules on intangibles 
are key. 

Brexit and the EU

The other key factor that could impact the future 
of the global tax system arises from the Brexit vote. 
Although the close vote was driven by multiple factors 
– including notably immigration – economic factors 
were also important to voters. Experts point to several 
potential challenges as well as opportunities arising 
from this development that could affect the future of 
the global tax regime. 

The first is that the UK, unfettered by EU state-aid rules 
and other limitations, could go all out to project itself 
as an attractive investment and business destination 
by further lowering tax rates and providing other 
incentives. 

Also, the EU Parent-subsidiary directive and the 
interest-royalty directive will no longer apply once the 
UK exits the EU. While this may not hit structures (due 
to the existence of domestic exemptions and bilateral 
treaty relief), some structures involving Germany and 
Italy could potentially be hit. This will need to be 
addressed by taxpayers appropriately. 

On the indirect tax side, there could be serious 
repercussions of Brexit. The UK would no longer be 
a part of the EU Customs Union, which could trigger 
potential levy of customs duties in Europe on goods 
sourced from the UK. Likewise, the UK would lose 
access to the several free trade agreements signed 
by the EU. The impact of this on existing supply chain 
networks in the EU region will need to be factored in. 

Brexit could also lead to greater economic integration 
among the remaining members of the EU. For instance, 
this could hasten the introduction of the Common 
Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB), which is 
a single set of rules for EU companies to compute 
their taxable profits. While the tax rates itself would 
be left to national governments, the computation of 
the tax base will be standardized under this proposal. 
This too, could significantly change the tax profile of 
companies operating in the EU. 
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The referendum on Brexit

Brexit is the abbreviation of “British Exit” from 
the EU. The new British Prime Minister, Theresa 
May, triggered Article 50 on 29 March 2017 
marking the start of two years of negotiation for 
the proposed exit. 

Article 50 is the mechanism in the EU Treaty by 
which a country can leave and provides for two 
years of negotiations before a country formally 
exits (unless both sides reach an agreement 
more quickly or unanimously agree to extend 
the negotiations). In the meantime, the UK will 
remain a member of the EU and will be bound 
by its legal and treaty obligations. 

What did Apple do?

• Transactions with customers in Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa and India were 
structured by Apple in a manner that 
customers contractually bought phones 
from the Irish company (and not local 
entities). As a result, revenues and profits 
from such sales were directly recorded in 
Ireland in the hands of ASI.

• ASI obtained a tax ruling in 1991 from 
the Irish tax authorities (replaced by a 
similar ruling in 2007), which dealt with 
the internal allocation of profits within the 
company. This Ruling allocated a very 
large proportion of the profits to a “Head 
Office” branch of ASI, which was treated 
as a non-resident for Irish tax purposes on 
account of its control and management 
being situated outside Ireland. The 
remaining smaller proportion of the profits 
were allocated to an “Irish Branch” and 
subject to tax in Ireland.

• As a result of this arrangement, ASI paid 
an effective tax rate of 0.05% on its 
overall profits in 2011, which was further 
lowered to 0.005% in 2014.

• A similar arrangement was put in place 
for Apple Operations Europe, which was 
engaged in manufacturing activities.
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Interestingly, there is also the possibility of several EU 
countries vying with one another to attract London 
based financial services companies looking to move 
into the EU post Brexit. Frankfurt, Berlin, Dublin, Paris, 
Luxembourg and Amsterdam have been mentioned 
as key contenders in this regard. If tax incentives in 
the form of lower corporate or individual tax rates are 
thrown in, this could lead us towards a new era of tax 
competition/tax wars. The timing could be particularly 
interesting, given that the OECD continues its work to 
address harmful tax competition. 

Global Developments
Consistent fall in the oil prices have hit the economies 
of the Middle East and Russia hard. With spending, 
particularly in the form of subsidies, remaining high, 
many governments are now taking a hard look at 
their fiscal policies and are even looking to introduce 
taxation as a means of shoring up revenues. 

This problem could be intensified by political and 
economic factors elsewhere. For instance, increased 
domestic oil drilling in the US under the Republican 
administration of Donald Trump could affect oil 
prices. Further, the impending tension between North 
Korea and United States of America coupled with the 
(non) intervention of China could also have a major 
impact on the global economy.

Russian leaders, as they struggle to keep their 
country’s economy afloat, are considering something 
drastic: a major new tax on the oil industry.  The Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC) nations, consisting of 
countries like Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, 
Oman and United Arab Emirates have announced the 
introduction of VAT (Value Added Tax) from 1 January 
2018 and this is seen as a watershed moment as 
these nations do not have a history of levying taxes. 
Recently, the Managing Director of the IMF told Arab 
finance ministers that it was time for Gulf states to 
introduce more taxes, including corporation tax, 
property tax and excise duties and that the region 
should also prepare itself for personal income taxes. 
Although income-tax does not appear to be on the 
immediate horizon, there may be a need to pay close 
attention to fiscal developments in this region in the 
years ahead. 

What next?
Speculating on what will happen in global geopolitics 
is difficult, if not impossible. Still, with so many 
variables and so much at stake, there is a need to stay 
abreast of developments that could potentially shape 
global fiscal policy in the years ahead. This will help 
taxpayers better plan and manage change, in what 
is certain to be a very unsettled global environment. 



Westphalian sovereignty gave rise to three 
fundamental principles of international law - that 
each nation state has sovereignty over its territory 
and domestic affairs, that each state (no matter how 
large or small) is equal in international law and that 
of non-interference in another country’s domestic 
affairs.

The doctrine is named after the Peace of 
Westphalia, signed in 1648, which ended the 
Thirty Years’ War (1618–1648) in the Holy Roman 
Empire, and the Eighty Years’ War (1568–1648) 
between Spain and the Dutch Republic. As 
European influence spread across the globe, the 
Westphalian principles, especially the concept of 
sovereign states, became central to international 
law and to the prevailing world order.

Westphalian Sovereignty



In today’s age, it is not just businesses that are global. 
Tax issues too, have become a global problem, 
beyond the capability of any single nation to solve. 
Like in any exercise of multinational problem solving, 
countries are relying on international organizations 
to arrive at a mutually acceptable solution or for a 
global convergence on solutions. This leads to an 
interesting conundrum- as States aggressively assert 
their economic self-interest at the geopolitical level on 
tax matters, there is also an underlying realization that 
international tax problems have to be tackled at the 
multilateral level, an inevitable consequence of which 
is the erosion of ‘state sovereignty’. 

Lassa Oppenheim, the renowned German jurist 
regarded by many as the father of the modern 
discipline of international law, had famously said 
“there is no idea whose meaning is more controversial 
than sovereignty”. There exists no rule to say what 
constitutes a sovereign state. At a minimum, a 
sovereign state is expected to have three elements: 
“territory, people, and a government.” A sovereign 
state must have de facto supremacy and control (at 
least in some measure) over its territory and people. 
That is, the state represents the supreme source of 
authority on internal matters. 

Revenue and fiscal policies are probably one of 
the most crucial ‘internal matters’ for any sovereign 
state. At the founding of the United States, the States 
appreciated the importance of revenue collection to the 
effective functioning of the States. At the Pennsylvania 
ratifying convention in 1787, the advocates for 
state power feared “that the national government 
would ‘monopolize every source of revenue [and] 
indirectly demolish the State governments.’” Such is 
the importance assigned to sovereignty in taxation 
matters by States. 

It is this authority on ‘internal matters’ relating to 
taxation which is undermined if any State allows 
an international body (such as OECD, European 
Commission) to influence its taxing powers. The 
important question that a few countries are facing 
is whether the international taxation issues are so 
important that they are worth giving up some of their 
sovereign rights. 

Given the strong nexus between sovereignty and 
taxation and how often countries use tax policies as 
a tool to attract investments, growth or even high net 
worth individuals, adoption of a uniform approach 
or a global convergence of solutions would be 
challenging. 

International tax Competition
International tax competition, which became a 
significant “problem” in the 1980s, refers to a country 
using its tax system to attract investment, activity, or 
cash flow to the country itself. Some of the common 
techniques of international tax competition include 
imposing no taxes or imposing a low rate of tax 
on certain activities or on foreign investors. Some 
countries even resorted to not disclosing information 
on affairs of its residents to other governments in 
order to gain a competitive edge. 

Competing on the basis of tax systems has existed 
for a long time. Some forms of tax competition are 
considered beneficial. The supporters of this argument 
advocate that tax competition forces governments to 
use their revenues and spending powers efficiently 
and not resort to excessive levy of taxes. But most 
people would agree that there are other forms of tax 
competition which are not beneficial. These forms 
are typically termed as “harmful tax practices”. These 
forms of competition create a race to the tax revenue 
bottom resulting in the erosion of countries’ tax bases. 

In response to growing concern over tax competition, 
the OECD countries espoused a desire to “encourage 
an environment in which fair competition can take 
place” and to create a “level playing field” and “to 
discourage harmful tax practices.” 

Having established categories of harmful tax practices 
and their destructive impact on other countries, it 
was evident that unilateral or bilateral efforts can 
have only a limited effect on counteracting these 
harmful practices: That set the stage and the need for 
“coordinated action at the international level”. 

Global convergence on tackling tax 
issues: Decline of the State?
The criticism of a global convergence or a uniform 
approach to solving taxation issues using an 
international organization is not new either. Way back 
in 2000, perhaps influenced by the OECD’s release of 
its report specifically naming tax havens, a campaign 
was mounted in the US to challenge the OECD’s 
efforts in addressing the issue of tax competition. A 
major force in this effort was the Center for Freedom 
and Prosperity (CFP) which was organized in October 
2000. 

Not much seems to have changed since 2000 
in the stance adopted by the critics of a global 
convergence. Even after the recent ruling of the 
European Commission which held Ireland guilty of 
providing state aid to Apple and fostering harmful 
tax competition, a section of the international 
taxation community advocate that Ireland’s right to 
taxation cannot be undermined by the Commission. 
Interestingly, the US Department of the Treasury
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Global Convergence 
and the erosion of State 
Sovereignty 



also released a white paper on “the European 
Commission’s recent state aid investigations of 
transfer pricing rulings.” 

In this report, the US has expressed its concern that 
“the possibility that any repayments ordered by the 
Commission will be considered foreign income 
taxes that are creditable against US taxes owed by 
the companies in the US. If so, the companies’ US 
tax liability would be reduced dollar for dollar by 
these recoveries when their offshore earnings are 
repatriated or treated as repatriated as part of 
possible US tax reform. To the extent that such foreign 
taxes are imposed on income that should not have 
been attributable to the relevant Member State, that 
outcome is deeply troubling, as it would effectively 
constitute a transfer of revenue to the EU from the 
US government and its taxpayers. In light of these 
implications for the US, the US Treasury Department 
has expressed strong concerns with the Commission’s 
approach in the State Aid Cases.” 

What next?
The close link between taxing powers and the ability 
of the state to fulfil its obligations to its citizens 
explains why states articulate sovereignty as a defense 
in situations where states are pressurized to make 
changes to their tax structures. Whether sovereignty 
can serve as rhetorical camouflage for countries 
wanting to continue harmful tax competition is 
debatable. 

Importantly, the time has come for a coordinated 
effort to tackle base erosion and profit shifting has 
clearly arrived. Concerted international action is all 
but inevitable, and the OECDs efforts in the BEPS 
project and the number of countries supporting it is a 

clear indication that cooperation and harmonization 
plans under consideration today in the OECD should 
succeed. Yet, it would not be unconceivable that, we 
could see countries, on a case-by-case basis, raise 
sovereignty objections. 

With the signing of the multilateral instrument to 
implement the BEPS recommendations, the stage 
is set for a stand-off between state sovereignty 
and multilateralism. This will possibly be the most 
important issue in the context of BEPS, and will, in all 
likelihood set the tone for all subsequent multilateral 
initiatives.
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With respect to sovereignty, the CFP stated 
that the OECD’s efforts were “ill-advised;” they 
constituted “an attack on sovereignty” because 
the OECD was trying to “bully ‘tax havens’ into 
raising their tax rates and eliminating financial 
privacy . . . [and because the OECD was] 
assert[ing] the right to interfere with American 
tax laws.” 

The Washington Times, Daniel Mitchell (co-
founder of the CFP) critiqued the tax competition 
project, asking “by what right can a bunch of 
Paris-based bureaucrats dictate tax policy to 
sovereign nations that are not even members of 
the OECD. . .  The time has come for the United 
States to reassess its funding of the OECD. . . 
[which is] undermining the sovereign right of 
nations to determine their own tax policies.”



The hope for the foreseeable lies, not in building 
up a few ambitious central institutions of universal 
membership and general jurisdiction as was 
envisaged at the end of the last war, but rather 
in the much more decentralized, disorderly and 
pragmatic process of inventing or adapting 
institutions of limited jurisdiction and selected 
membership to deal with specific problems on a 
case-by-case basis ... In short, the ‘house of world 
order’ will have to be built from the bottom up rather 
than from the top down. It will look like a great 
 ‘booming, buzzing confusion,’ to use William James’ 
famous description of reality, but an end run around 
national sovereignty, eroding it piece by piece, 
will accomplish much more than the old-fashioned 
frontal assault”

Richard N. Gardner

The Hard Road to World Order- 
Foreign Affairs, April 1974



Proliferation 
of Information 
Sharing

In this era of technology and fiscal development, no 
business is shackled to four corners of a room. Almost 
everything is online, businesses are spread across tax 
jurisdictions with varying state-aid norms. Revenues 
are generated all over the world, taxes are duly paid 
and consolidated as a common pool, or so they say. 

For several years, businesses have been a step ahead 
of the Regulators. Through innovative and complex 
business structures, shifting intellectual property to tax 
havens, consolidating revenue in low tax jurisdictions, 
etc. Business models employed by tax payers have 
evolved while Regulators and the laws that prevailed 
to tax such income remained largely static.

Then came what can be best described as the 
“information bubble”. Not that information was not 
available earlier but with the onset of burgeoning fiscal 
deficits arising from low tax collections, Regulators 
and tax fora collaborated to put policies and channels 
in place for effective exchange of information between 
various tax jurisdictions. Suddenly, there are hardly any 
secrets between tax jurisdictions.

Out with the old and in with the new
In the world of yesterday, investigations conducted by 
regulators were uncoordinated and isolated to one’s 
own State. Meanwhile, businesses deployed complex 
tax structuring models to benefit from various state-
aid laws and limited their global tax outflows. Such tax 
models though legal in the eyes of law (legality is a 
much larger debate), led to a situation where billions 
of dollars of income went untaxed anywhere in the 
world.

Globally, exchange of information between tax 
jurisdictions is being discussed with as much 
enthusiasm and zeal as any other fiscal matter in 
various fora. Tax jurisdictions have come to realize the 
need to put an end to tax avoidance models adopted 
by businesses. Several collaborative initiatives have 
been put in place or are under discussions to keep 
such tax models in check.

The OECD and the G-20 countries with the BEPS 
project have set out specific recommendations for 
effective information exchange and co-operation 
between tax administrations. The Action Plan inter 
alia provides for a framework for countries to design 
a disclosure regime that fit their needs to obtain early 
information on potentially aggressive or abusive tax 
planning schemes. The Action Plans also provide for 
detailed Country-by-Country reporting of income, 
taxes paid and certain measures of economic activity 
by businesses. Even in the G-20 meeting held as 
recently as September 2016, increased information 
sharing and co-operation between member countries 
for facilitation was addressed.

 

Earlier, information sharing was more of a post-facto 
process wherein the onus was on the Regulators 
to identify tax abusive models – In the current 
context, with the boom of the automatic exchange 
of information regime, the onus has now shifted to 
the promoters and management of businesses to 
prove to the Regulators that their tax activities are 
above board. Several countries have already signed 
agreements enabling automatic sharing of Country-
by-Country reporting as part of continuing efforts to 
boost transparency by businesses.

Tax jurisdictions are also re-negotiating their Treaties 
to facilitate for increased exchange of information. 
Protocols amending Treaties have also been entered 
into between countries to tackle treaty abuse.

Court rulings and policies of one tax jurisdiction are 
being used as precedents to adjudicate on tax matters 
of other tax jurisdictions. Such convergence also finds 
support in the BEPS project.

It is also important to note that tax avoidance has 
become more a moral issue than a legal one. The 
common man who pays his fair share of taxes is 
outraged at businesses escaping the tax ambit. A 
classic case of civil society taking matters into their own 
hands is the Panama leaks. The information released 
has already been used by Regulators to scrutinize 
businesses, bureaucrats, HNIs, etc. The outrage from 
the media and the public not only reflects poorly on 
the brand of the business, but also affects stakeholder 
sentiments and stock prices.

Information today is available everywhere and it 
is getting increasingly difficult for companies to 
downplay/disguise the structures employed by them. 
Lincoln’s famous adage “you can fool all of the 
people for some time, fool some of the people all the 
time but you cannot fool all of the people all the time” 
has never been truer than how things stand today.

The vast changes in technology makes information 
sharing as easy as a click of a button. Increasingly, 
Regulators around the world are accessing data 
shared on website of companies, the LinkedIn profiles 
of employees and other third-party sources of data to 
identify potential aggressive tax structures employed 
by companies. Analytics today is used by Regulators 
around the world to better understand and action 
upon large volumes of data available at their disposal. 

An example of how fluid information and data is 
today, was evidenced by the use of statements made 
by a US company while announcing their quarterly 
results in proceedings by UK tax authorities. The 
UK tax authorities used statements made by the US 
Company to unearth a well-planned tax structure, 
whereby the US Company was hardly paying any 
taxes in the UK, while UK operation being one of the 
largest revenue generating jurisdictions for the multi-
national enterprise. 
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What next? 
The Regulators have finally caught up with tax models 
employed by companies and daresay may be a step 
ahead. Regulators are leaving no stone unturned. 
One can argue that the businesses just used effective 
tax models to reduce their tax liability, but the state 
of current affairs are beyond acceptability of such tax 
models - the tax liability also depends on whether the 
outcome is considered ‘abusive’, whether it is bona 
fide, whether there is a commercial purpose to his 
transactions. Stakeholders of businesses are in a state 
of unrest. 

There is a debate whether the actions of various 
bodies i.e. OECD, G-20 and European Commission 
carry the weight of law in various jurisdictions. One 
needs to analyze the laws of the respective countries 
in greater detail but, it certainly can have significant 
persuasive influence.

Information is anywhere and everywhere. Every 
move made by a taxpayer and everything said by 
its employees in any forum can be monitored at 
some level. At this moment, one can categorize the 
challenges the management of a business face into 
two aspects.

First, it is imperative for a business to review and screen 
all data made available about their business and their 
personnel on public domain. Systems should also be 
in place to ensure consistency in data submitted to 
authorities of various tax jurisdictions. There is a need 
to stay abreast of all geopolitical developments in the 
field of exchange of information.

Secondly, and more importantly, in today’s information 
age, businesses need to stop and consider factors 
such as the impact on their brand image, reactions 
of stakeholders and the outrage of the common man 
while framing tax policy.



“Truth never damages a cause that is just.” 

Mahatma Gandhi



The world of business taxation like the world of business 
that it mirrors, is changing at a rapid pace. Today the 
possibility that a company’s tax strategy could land it 
on the front page of a newspaper or even in front of 
a legislative investigation means that tax has climbed 
rapidly up in public attention. This can be largely 
attributed to the changing media landscape and 
the emergence of civil society organizations (CSOs) 
like the International Consortium of Investigative 
Journalists, Oxfam International, Tax Justice Network, 
Citizens for Tax Justice, who focus extensively on tax 
related issues. 

The general perception of the public that journalists 
report only on tax policy debates is also slowly 
changing. Today journalists throughout the world are 
using freedom of information laws and social/digital 
media to write about corruption, human slavery, dirty 
money and environmental problems. Tax too has 
caught their attention with increasing focus on themes 
like tax avoidance and tax evasion.

Tax avoidance is a key factor in the rapid rise 
in extreme inequality seen in recent years. As 
governments are losing tax revenues, ordinary 
people end up paying the price: schools and 
hospitals lose funding and vital public services 
are cut. Fair taxation of profitable businesses 
and rich people is central to addressing poverty 
and inequality through the redistribution of 
income. Instead, the current global system of 
tax avoidance redistributes wealth upwards to 
the richest in society. 

That is why civil society organizations, united 
in the C-20 group, together with trade unions, 
are calling for the actions announced by the 
OECD to be regarded only as the beginning 
of a longer and more inclusive process to 
re-write global tax rules and to ensure that 
multinationals pay their fair share, in the 
interest of developed and developing countries 
around the world.

 - Tax Justice Network & Oxfam 
International, November’15

What is also changing is the sentiment of global 
citizenry which is increasingly using the powerful tools 

of social media to voice their opinions in a display 
of tax shaming of large corporations. Much of this 
frustration can perhaps be traced back to the deep 
public spending cuts following the global recession 
in the last decade and the general feeling of being 
subject to unfair treatment vis-à-vis corporations and 
the uber-rich.

Public ‘shaming’ by the Revenue 
In a move that erodes the once-sacrosanct relationship 
of secrecy between a taxpayer and the revenue 
department, public shaming is being commonly used 
throughout the world to collect taxes. For instance, 
in some cities, drummers are hired as tax collectors 
to visit the homes of tax evaders to shame them into 
paying up. In England, Her Majesty’s Revenue and 
Customs publishes details of deliberate tax defaulters. 
Certain states in United States also publish online 
lists on their websites revealing the identities of tax 
delinquents. Countries like Australia, New Zealand, 
Pakistan, Scandinavia too have published similar lists.

This kind of public shaming is forcing several 
well-known companies to publicly explain their 
comparatively low tax payments or risk reputational 
damage. For most, this is turning into a catch-22 
situation. While on one hand, a lack of response or 
explanation from their end is often treated as proof of 
their guilt, a detailed public disclosure of tax strategy 
and positions may also have serious downsides in a 
highly competitive business environment. 

From 1998 to 2013, the coffee conglomerate, 
Starbucks made millions in sales running hundreds 
of British stores, yet paid minimal taxes in Britain. 
Their UK income was eroded through inter-company 
payments to other entities in the European region. 

The company however agreed to pay 20 million 
pounds as tax in 2013 and 2014. What caused this 
‘voluntary’ payment? It wasn’t a change in tax law- 
it was driven by public outcry. Protests and threats 
of boycotts from customers left Starbucks with little 
choice- either start paying a ‘fair’ share of tax or face 
a significant sales backlash. 

There is an additional downside to companies paying 
up taxes due to public pressure. Most countries give 
credit of foreign taxes, only when the taxes are a 
‘compulsory’ levy. Payments perceived as ‘voluntary’ 
may not qualify for credits in the home jurisdiction, 
which leads to a potential double tax scenario. On the 
policy front, this may seem like a tug of war between 
two nations, but at the end of the day, shareholders 
may be the worst hit. 

But does this kind of public shaming always succeed? 
The answer is perhaps No.  Many other multinationals 
have also been subjected to similar criticism for 
adopting aggressive tax structures, but they continue 
to hold their ground and refuse to succumb to public/
media pressure, as illustrated by giants like Apple and 
McDonalds.
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Increasing Relevance 
of the Media and Civil 
Society 



Data leaks 
Another form of naming and shaming that has been 
doing the rounds in recent years is through massive 
data leaks like in the case of the Panama Papers 
and the Bahamas papers.  In fact, CSOs actively 
encourage people to come forward and ‘leak’ data 
that could lead to an investigative project. These 
papers have inter alia revealed the enormous web 
of secret company ownership that allegedly help the 
rich to hide their business dealings and often avoid 
taxes. There have been a couple of high profile 
casualties as a result of the Panama Papers leak. 
Iceland’s Prime Minister succumbed to public outrage 
over the corruption allegations and resigned almost 
immediately after the leak. The latest victim of the 
leak was Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif when 
the Pakistani Supreme Court disqualified him from 
office on charges of corruption based on the Panama 
Papers leak.

While on one hand, this prompted a slew of 
investigations into suspected tax dodgers, putting the 
spotlight on global tax havens and also forced several 
of the named to come clean, yet there is a downside 
to such investigations. 

The public perception of those named in such leaks 
goes for a toss- the average citizens who preside 
over the court of public opinion - often do not 
understand the nuances of the complex tax laws or 
foreign exchange regulations. This leads to several 
legitimate structures facing instant and long-lasting 
public censure. 

What does this mean?
Corporate multinationals have a duty to comply with 
the international tax rules but they also have a duty to 
their shareholders to maximize returns. This balancing 
act is difficult enough in the most normal of times. 
With an active media, a hyper-active social media, 
and CSOs with deep pockets closely scrutinizing tax 
decisions, this becomes truly a herculean task. 

At some level, confidentiality and secrecy in tax 
matters may prove elusive going forward, and one 
may well anticipate more tax disputes to be played 
out in the public sphere in the days ahead. Traditional 
tax defense strategies may prove inadequate to this 
task, and a whole new approach to managing tax 
controversies (both in Court and outside of it) may be 
warranted. 
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Newspapers have large-sized sheets of paper 
because of a British 1816 tax on newspapers. The 
 “knowledge tax” was levied by page. In response, 
newspapers started using larger paper size to 
accommodate more text, thereby reducing the 
number of pages taxed.

Adams, Charles
1993

For Good and Evil:
The Impact of Taxes 

on the Course of Civilization
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Emergence of Tax 
Morality 

The issue of tax morality is perhaps the most widely 
debated topic in recent times. As early as the 4th 
century B.C., Plato had remarked “Where there is an 
income tax, the just man will pay more and the unjust 
less on the same amount of income.” 

Having said that, taxation is too important and too 
complex to be decided on the basis of morality rather 
than legality. The framing of tax as a moral issue and 
bringing the issue of ‘tax morality’ into greater focus is 
a clear sign that norms of taxation, and international 
taxation in particular, are changing. 

Conventionally, not without a good share of twists and 
turns, the principle that a tax payer has a legitimate 
right to arrange its affairs within the framework of 
the law was well recognized if one were to delve into 
the history of tax jurisprudence. The temptation on 
the part of some taxpayers to push these limits and 
reach the boundaries of acceptable tax planning 
for minimization of their effective tax rate (ETR) is 
prevalent across the globe. 

Taxpayers often arrange their affairs in such a 
manner that they are compliant with the letter of law 
in all jurisdictions in which they operate, while not 
necessarily being compliant with the spirit or the intent 
of the law. This approach is considered as being in 
conflict with the principle of ‘tax morality’ which 
expects corporates to pay a ‘fair share’ of tax in the 
country whose resources are being exploited. 

The concept of tax morality first gained recognition 
with the onset of the financial crisis in the early 
21st century. Governments around the world were 
suddenly faced with expanding fiscal deficits owing to 
low tax collections and slow growth of the economy. 
This resulted in many (including governments around 
the world, civil activists, media and consumers at 
large) questioning the contribution of Multinational 
Corporations (MNCs) to the general welfare of the 
people from where they were drawing their profits. 

Governments and civil activists raised concerns that 
some MNCs were taking advantage of shortcomings in 
the global tax system (through creation of complicated 
and convoluted structures) to avoid paying their ‘fair’ 
share of taxes while complying by paying what was 
strictly due under the letter of the law. It was felt that 
structures employed by MNCs have been successful 
owing to tax laws not keeping pace with the rapid 
evolution in business models especially in the digital 
environment that have proliferated in the recent past. 

The debate on tax morality is not about evasion or 
whether a company has complied with the legal 
provisions of law, but rather whether a company could

be considered to be paying its fair share of taxes and 
contributing to the communities where it operates. 

“There is nobody in this country who got rich 
on his own. Nobody. You built a factory out 
there, good for you. But, I want to be clear: 
you moved your goods to market on the roads 
the rest of us paid for. You hired workers the 
rest of us paid to educate. You were safe in 
your factory because of police forces and fire 
forces that the rest of us paid for…. Now look, 
you built a factory and it turned into something 
terrific or a great idea. God bless. Keep a big 
hunk of it. But part of the underlying social 
contract is you take a hunk of that and pay 
forward for the next kid who comes along.” 

 - Elizabeth Warren, member of the 
Democratic Party, and US Senator

The call for tax transparency
The international tax system has not kept pace with 
the change in business models employed by MNCs 
i.e. shifting from country-specific models to global 
models (rendering of centralized services, IP models, 
internet based sales, complex supply chain models, 
etc.).

The world today has come together to discuss and 
deal with the issue of tax morality. Organizations 
[including the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), the European 
Union, G8, G20, BRIC, etc.] are getting together to 
debate and put in place concrete measures to ensure 
that MNCs across the world end up paying their fair 
share of taxes. The overriding theme is for companies 
to be transparent about their global tax affairs. 

Accordingly, plethora of changes have been proposed 
by tax administrators and governments across the globe 
i.e. BEPS disclosure norms on reporting aggressive tax 
structures, mandatory disclosure norms in different 
countries, name and shame policies, open tax lists, 
etc.  Some countries have also introduced certain 
changes which drive the same message positively by 
introducing schemes which recognize and reward the 
highest tax payers. In an interestingmove, the Indian 
tax authorities started awarding certificates to the 
taxpayers for their contribution with various categories 
of the certificates (Bronze, Silver, Gold) linked with 
the amount of tax paid by the taxpayer.  With these 
policies now, it is hoped that there would be greater 
transparency regarding the tax arrangements of 
MNCs making them accountable to governments and 
society/consumers at large.
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Today, we are seeing a change in the way the 
MNCs view their obligation to pay taxes. The role 
of tax directors across the globe has undergone 
a metamorphosis, where the role no longer entails 
mere compliance and minimization of the ETR, but 
also an evaluation of all potential consequences, that 
could arise from the structuring of their tax affairs. 

In other words, tax can no longer be viewed as a 
pure regulatory issue. Complying with the letter of 
the law may no longer satisfy governments and other 
stakeholders. 

Given that the public at large has become keenly 
interested in the tax arrangements of MNCs (owing 
to the numerous high profile cases such as Apple and  
Starbucks), more and more MNCs are awakening 
to the fact that the arrangement of their tax affairs 
impacts their brand recall and reputations. Given the 
ease with which brands and reputations of MNCs, 
built painstakingly over years, could be damaged 
by both real and perceived failures to fulfil their tax 
obligations. There is increased focus on complying 
with both the letter and the spirit of the law. In a recent 
survey undertaken by a consultancy firm Reputation 
Institute, Amazon and Starbucks took a hit to their 
reputation after regularly being in the news for 
paying low taxes. Both the giants saw a big fall for 
fairness, ethics and transparency. Despite this, both 
the companies scored highly when it came to their 
products and services; thereby inviting the question as 
to whether the companies are affected by the public 
tax shaming. The changing mood and perception of 
investors regarding the meeting of tax obligations by 
large MNCs, is reflected in a recent and unprecedented 
move of a group of large investors of Alphabet Inc. 
(the holding company of Google) questioning its 
Board about the tax structures of the company.  These 
investors were particularly concerned if the company 
had considered the implications of their tax structures 
on the brand value. 

The implications on brand value is not the only 
consideration for companies while arranging their tax 
affairs. With the proliferation of data, it is easier for the 
tax administrations around the world to identify such 
arrangements which lead to structures which though 
compliant with tax laws are in essence aggressive 
tax planning arrangements. The tax administrators 
across the globe are now taxing such arrangements 
retrospectively leading to significant unplanned tax 
costs for MNCs. 

What next?
Despite the changing norms (some codified and 
some not!) which are increasing the relevance of 
tax morality and tax transparency, some taxpayers 
continue to argue that so long as their arrangements 
are permissible under law, there ought to be no further 
reconsideration of their tax positions.  However, 
several others, concerned about reputational risk or 
negative publicity, are basing their tax decisions on 
strong commercial rationale and are attempting to 
stay on the right side of the ethical debate.  

I think it’s a little unfair for people to say you’re 
not paying your fair share of taxes. I’m paying 
what I’m supposed to pay. Change the law, and 
I’ll pay what I’m supposed to pay.

 - David Rubenstein (Co-founder & 
CEO of Carlyle group)

 
Whatever the position adopted by corporates, 
one cannot escape the fact that tax morality and 
transparency today is a highly emotive topic all around 
the world.  It would be interesting to see if changes 
that tax laws around the world start reflecting this trend 
and the effect this would have on tax policies currently 
adopted by corporates.  Every taxpayer would desire 
to operate in an environment where there is clarity on 
the permissible threshold for tax planning. This may 
prove difficult to materialize, and both taxpayers and 
the Government may have to reconcile to life in an 
imperfect tax world.



“When somebody says it’s not about the money, 
it’s about the money.” 

H.L. Mencken



In much of the world, taxes are an integral part of 
domestic political debate. Indeed, in countries like the 
United States, the debate over taxes is firmly entrenched 
in the national psyche, from the days of the Boston tea 
party in 1773 to the Tea Party movement which started 
in 2009. This trend is gradually extending to other 
countries as well. For instance, during the election 
campaign of 2014, the Indian Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi spoke of ‘tax terrorism’ and of the need to step 
up enforcement to bring back unaccounted money 
stashed in offshore tax havens.

The political debate does not always lead to change in 
the tax system, and even when it does, it takes a long 
time for the change to materialize. Yet, paying close 
attention to the political debate globally can help in 
better understanding local concerns and anticipating 
legislative and administrative trends. 

Given the size and relevance of the US economy, 
tax policies there have a significant impact globally. 
The debate over taxes too, tends to be wide-ranging, 
raucous and often utopian. 

For the purposes of this discussion, we will leave 
out some of the more radical reforms like a flat tax, 
the introduction of a federal sales tax to replace the 
income-tax, or ‘simplifying’ the internal revenue code 
into a single page (or more pragmatic three pages 
as envisaged by some proposals) and focus on 
proposals that have a slightly higher degree of political 
acceptability. We will also focus on proposals that will 
have a greater impact internationally, rather than on 
those that are more domestic in character (such as the 
debate over whether to increase taxes on the rich or 
whether decrease in tax rates will increase the revenue 
collection). 

At a conceptual level, there is consensus on the goals. 
Almost everyone agrees that reform must reduce tax 
incentives for businesses to relocate outside of the 
US, while simultaneously ensuring that US businesses 
can be competitive abroad. This is a difficult task in 
itself. What makes this issue more complicated is 
the complete lack of agreement on how to go about 
achieving this.  

Corporate taxes in the US remain high, with a peak 
rate of 35%. Coupled with state and local taxes, 
this becomes even higher. This is seen by many as 
disincentivizing corporations to remain in the US. 
Corporate inversions, where a US based multinational 
parent shifts its holding company to a more tax-friendly 
jurisdiction remain popular, despite legislative and 
administrative measures to block such transactions. 
Despite this, no proposal to radically cut corporate 
taxes has so far made much headway in Congress.  

In the build up to the US Elections, the President of 
the United States of America, Donald Trump had 
promised a radical tax reform. He had proposed 

a reduction in the corporate tax rate from 35% to 
15% and an elimination of the corporate alternative 
minimum tax. He had also proposed a controversial 
border adjustment tax which would tax the imports on 
goods coming into US.

Meanwhile, the reality could not be more different 
from the proposals. Nine months into the Trump 
presidency, the tax reforms have not yet been passed 
in the Congress. While the Trump administration has 
promised to cut the corporate tax rate to 15%, reports 
of pass through rate of 15% for business owners are 
also doing rounds. The US Department of Treasury 
recently dropped the idea of introducing the border 
adjustment tax due to its non-viability. The Trump 
administration has also argued for the introduction of 
a one-time tax of 10% on the profits held overseas by 
US corporations estimated to be around $2.1 trillion. 

The likelihood of these proposals becoming law will 
depend substantially on the Congress which retains 
significant influence over tax policy. Currently in both 
the chambers of the US Congress, the Senate and 
the House of Representatives, the Republicans have 
a majority. Despite the historic mandate received, the 
Trump administration is finding it difficult to get any 
major legislation passed; the latest example being the 
failure of the repeal of Obamacare (i.e. the Affordable 
Care Act). 

Although, the Trump administration has proposed a 
reduction in the corporate tax rate, it will be uncertain 
as to how low the corporate tax rate can realistically 
go. The US Congress will be key to the enactment of 
any tax reform and it will be a challenge to get the 
reforms passed, as neither the Trump administration 
nor the House of Representatives have come up with a 
full proof reform that will compensate the impending 
loss of revenue from the reduction of corporate tax 
rate.

If such a proposal were to be enacted, it would 
radically change the world of international tax. 
Structures designed to minimize the impact of high US 
taxes would become redundant, and this would, in all 
likelihood, trigger a new wave of tax competition. The 
macro-economic impact of these proposals would 
also be immense, with some experts suggesting that 
the corporate and individual tax cuts could lead to a 
significant reduction of government revenues. Unless 
accompanied by matching spending cuts (which is 
difficult because of the huge expenses required for 
defense and entitlement programs), the deficit would 
increase considerably.  

The other key feature of the US tax system is the deferral 
of US tax on foreign income earned by subsidiaries 
of US multinationals. While passive income earned 
by subsidiaries of US multinationals are subject to 
immediate tax in the US (under the controlled foreign 
corporation (CFC) rules), active income is deferred 
until it is repatriated to the US. As mentioned above, 
the Trump administration has proposed for a one-time 
tax of 10% to incentivize the repatriation of such funds.
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Impact of US 
Politics



What next?
The debate over tax policy in the US increases in 
intensity, especially after the debacle of the proposed 
high-profile repeal of Obamacare. The US Congress 
expects a tax plan to be introduced in the House 
in October, possibly making way into the Senate in 
November. There is a need to reiterate that under 
the US system, it is Congress that will be key to the 
enactment of any tax reform.

Historically, new presidents have been successful in 
getting some part of their agenda passed by Congress 
in the early days of their presidency. For instance, 
President Obama’s signature legislative priorities - 
the Economic stimulus, the Healthcare reform and 
the repeal of the “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell” law - all 
took place in 2009 and 2010. Times, however, are 
changing, and with increased polarization both inside 
and outside Congress, only tax proposals that have 
some element of bipartisan support will become law. 
Political consensus on radical proposals involving 
across the board tax cuts or tax increases may prove 
elusive, and the focus may have to shift to less 
contentious and more politically palatable initiatives. 
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